
AIG CyberEdge® Risk Consulting Services 
Internet-Facing Systems
What do cyber criminals see when they look at your organization?

Service Kickoff
Together with your AIG consultant, you’ll:
•  Discuss your goals and any existing concerns with exposed risk
• Confirm scope of internet facing systems to be assessed
• Finalize dates for testing, communications, and milestones

Service Execution
During the review, your AIG consultant will:
• Conduct passive reconnaissance to identify intelligence that attackers can see
•  Conduct active vulnerability testing and validate results
• Conduct additional assessment work based on reconnaissance

Service Takeaways
Following the review, you and your consultant will:
• Review the final report, which is delivered within 10 business days and will include all findings  
 and recommendations
• Participate in a remote or onsite C-level presentation of findings with industry comparison  
 and recommendations    
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Establishing cybersecurity defensive measures, without  
proactively testing for risk, is only compliance.

AIG’s Internet Facing Systems service is designed to help you identify risks and exposures in your publically-
facing infrastructure from the external attacker’s perspective. From public data to social media to proprietary 
systems, you’ll have a better glimpse at how an outside attacker could view you as a target.

We take our claims data – harnessed from the 20 years we’ve been handling cyber claims – and combine it 
with our consultants’ average 20+ years of expertise to provide keen insights on not only what can be seen 
from the internet but why it is concerning and how to be less visible to outside attack groups.

For more information on AIG’s Internet Facing Systems or other cyber risk consulting services, contact us at cyberriskconsulting@aig.com. 
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